JAZZ INNOVATIONS II

With

KIDZ BOPPLICITY
Tom Collier, advisor

ENSO
Gregg Belisle-Chi, advisor

THE TED POOR GROUP
Ted Poor, advisor

Thursday, May 19, 2016
7:30 pm – Brechemin Auditorium
KIDZ BOPPLICITY
Tom Collllier, advisor

Program to be selected from:

4 Jinrikisha ................................ 7:09 ................................................................. Joe Henderson
3 Pancake Palace ............................ 4:16 ................................................................. Noah Schramm
1 Speak No Evil ................................ 5:01 ................................................................. Wayne Shorter
2 You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To ................................ 7:12 .................................................. Cole Porter

Evan Groover, alto sax
Noah Schramm, tenor sax
Dan Glassberg, bass
Anthony "Tone" McIntosh, guitar
Remy "Apples" Morritt, drums

ENSO
5 Gregg Belisle-Chi, advisor

from Miserere Nobis (2016) ................ 30:53 ................................................................. Gregg Belisle-Chi

1. Kyrie
2. Gloria
3. Credo
4. Sanctus

Gregg Belisle-Chi, guitar
Daniel Salka, Rhodes
William Mapp, drums
THE TED POOR GROUP
Ted Poor, advisor

Remarks, Tom Collier

Program to be selected from:

1. I Mean You ............................................. 4:47 .................................................. Thelonious Monk
2. Homecoming ........................................... 7:25 .................................................. Dave Holland
3. Chega de Saudade (No More Blues) ............................. 5:57 ............................................. Antonio Carlos Jobim
4. Pure Imagination ..................................... 4:38 .................................................. Bricusse/Newley
5. Chronology ............................................. .................................................. Ornette Coleman
6. Isotope .................................................. 5:37 .................................................. Joe Henderson

Adrian Noteboom, tenor saxophone
Jackson Mindt, bass
Thomas Campbell, drums
(special guest) Alex Oliverio, guitar
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